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We develop a resource theory for continuous-variable systems grounded on operations routinely available
within current quantum technologies. In particular, the set of free operations is convex and includes quadratic
transformations and conditional coarse-grained measurements. The present theory lends itself to quantify both
quantum non-Gaussianity and Wigner negativity as resources, depending on the choice of the free-state set—i.e.,
the convex hull of Gaussian states or the states with positive Wigner function, respectively. After showing that
the theory admits no maximally resourceful state, we define a computable resource monotone—the Wigner
logarithmic negativity. We use the latter to assess the resource content of experimentally relevant states—e.g.,
photon-added, photon-subtracted, cubic-phase, and cat states—and to find optimal working points of some
resource concentration protocols. We envisage applications of this framework to subuniversal and universal
quantum information processing over continuous variables.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gaussian states of bosonic systems have played a pivotal
role for continuous-variable (CV) quantum technology since
its inception. The theoretical analysis of Gaussian states is
made simpler by the fact that they can be compactly described
by first and second statistical moments, yet they can manifest
many genuinely quantum properties [1–6]. Experimentally,
the generation and manipulation of Gaussian states has been
made possible by the availability of second order nonlin-
earities (Gaussian-preserving operations) in various physical
platforms, including optical, atomic, and optomechanical sys-
tems [7]. In particular, the unconditional character of these
operations has enabled the realization of a variety of quantum-
information protocols [2,8].
Notwithstanding the rich phenomenology observed with
Gaussian states and operations, the restriction to this setting
entails several no-go theorems for relevant tasks, including
entanglement distillation [9–11], error correction [12], com-
putation [13,14], and few others [15–18]. Moreover, sev-
eral CV protocols improve their performances when used in
conjunction with non-Gaussian states and operations. These
include estimation problems [19–21], teleportation [22–24],
and cloning [25,26] as well as more foundational schemes
as those aimed at testing Bell and Leggett-Garg inequalities
[27–30].
For all the above reasons, non-Gaussian states and oper-
ations are considered crucial resources for the development
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of CV quantum information technologies, leading to major
research efforts towards their understanding, characterization,
and experimental generation. In particular, quantum optical
schemes as photon subtraction and photon addition have
received attention [24,31–35]. Different ways to quantify non-
Gaussianity [36–40] have been introduced and exploited to as-
sess the properties of experimentally generated non-Gaussian
states [41–43].
However, for reasons to be detailed below, no satisfactory
resource theory of non-Gaussianity has been developed yet.
For example, questions such as “Given two non-Gaussian
states, which one is more resourceful?” and “Is it possible
to transform a given non-Gaussian state to another one with
Gaussian transformations, and at which rate?” remain unan-
swered. This represents a major obstacle to our understanding
of non-Gaussian resources and the development of appli-
cations thereof. The present work aims at overcoming this
obstacle by introducing a general theoretical framework for
non-Gaussian resources.
Resource theories [44] are a powerful framework to study
manipulation of quantum states under some operational re-
striction on the allowed operations. Entanglement theory is the
prototypical example but many others have been recently de-
veloped. In particular, general results have been obtained for a
vast class of resource theories both in the asymptotic [45] and
single-shot regime [46]. In general, a resource theory stems
from two interlinked starting points. First, the identification of
a set of operations that are regarded, for reasons that depend
on the setting at hand, as readily available (free operations).
For example, these are local operations and classical com-
munication in the resource theory of entanglement. Second,
the classification of all possible states in two categories:
free states, which are considered freely available (typically
via free operations) and nonresourceful, and resource states.
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Separable and entangled states are an example of this classifi-
cations. The quantification and manipulation of resources via
free operations are the central concerns of resource theories.
As a matter of fact, there are at least two major difficulties
towards such a theory in the case of non-Gaussian resources.
First, it is natural to identify the set of Gaussian states as
free states. However, this set is not convex and therefore non-
Gaussianity per se cannot be considered a quantum resource
of practical relevance in general: in fact, non-Gaussianity
can be generated by classical randomness, which is a readily
available in most contexts and therefore, from an operational
viewpoint, free. Second, the intrinsic infinite-dimensional
character of CV systems implies that some operations (con-
ditioning on the continuous real outcomes of measurements,
see below) that are ideally free in various resource theories
are, in this context, unfeasible. These two roadblocks have
hindered the development of a satisfactory resource theory,
namely a theory that is both general and of practical relevance
in realistic settings. Here we overcome these roadblocks by
adopting a pragmatic approach and incorporating them in our
definitions of free operations and states.
Our analysis is based on tools developed to describe
quantum systems via their phase-space representation. There,
quasiprobability distributions play a central role and their
nonpositivity is considered as a characteristic trait of quantum
theory [47–49], directly linked to its contextual character
[50–52]. In particular, the connection between negativity of
the Wigner function and Gaussian states is strong: pure states
with a positive Wigner function are only Gaussian, as stated
by the Hudson theorem [53,54]. However, complications arise
when dealing with mixed states, since there is no Hudson
theorem for mixed states [55–57]. In particular, there exist
mixed states that are not mixtures of Gaussian states, yet have
a positive Wigner function [58–63]. Despite this, we are going
to introduce a computable resource quantifier based on the
negativity of the Wigner function and we are going to show
that it is a proper monotone for the resource theory at hand.
Our framework is based on an analogous one that
has already revealed its efficacy in the context of finite-
dimensional systems (discrete variables, DVs). In particular,
the formidable task of identifying the resource responsible for
quantum advantage in DV quantum computation has led to
the formulation of various resource theories [64–67]. In this
context, stabilizer states and Clifford unitaries play the role of
Gaussian states and unitaries, respectively. On the other hand,
so-called magic states play the role of non-Gaussian states.
For finite dimensional systems it is natural to define Wigner
functions on a finite dimensional state space [68,69] (opposed
to the CV phase space); in particular for odd-dimensional
systems a DV version of the Hudson theorem was proven [70].
For such systems, it has been shown that the negativity of
the discrete Wigner function is necessary to obtain a circuit
which is both universal and cannot be efficiently simulated
with known classical algorithms [71–73]. Based on this, a
computable monotone—dubbed Wigner logarithmic negativ-
ity (WLN)—has been identified [64]. The monotone that we
introduce here can be considered as a CV counterpart of an
analogous quantity for DV known as “mana.”
After developing the general framework, we apply it to
two tasks. First, we assess and compare the resourcefulness
of various non-Gaussian states that have been theoretically
proposed or even realized experimentally. In particular, we
are going to see that the cubic-phase state—a resource that
unlocks universality in the context of CV measurement-based
quantum computation—has a degree of resourcefulness that
can be nontrivially boosted by squeezing operations. Also,
we give evidences that photon-added and photon-subtracted
states are at most as resourceful as a single-photon Fock
state. Second, concerning state manipulation, we evaluate the
efficiency of a set of Gaussian protocols that consume copies
of non-Gaussian inputs to produce more resourceful outputs.
These types of resource-concentration protocols have been
shown to be crucial in the context of other resource theories,
such as for quantum communication and fault-tolerant DV
quantum computation. Our results individuates optimal work-
ing points for these concentration protocols, and can thus be
used to guide the development of new more efficient ones.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we recall the
main ingredients to build a resource theory: free states, free
operations, and resource monotones, and apply them to the
development of a resource theory of quantum non-Gaussianity
and Wigner negativity. In particular, we show the absence
of maximally resourceful states and introduce a computable
monotone, the Wigner logarithmic negativity. Section III is
devoted to resource analysis of some classes of relevant pure
states, including cubic-phase state, photon added/subtracted
Gaussian states, and cat states. We also devote attention
to compare the corresponding value of monotones at fixed
energy. In Sec. IV we focus on concentration protocols based
on passive Gaussian operations in order to assess their perfor-
mances in the task of negativity concentration. Finally, Sec. V
closes the paper with some concluding remarks. Generalities
about Gaussian states and phase space formalism, a discussion
of our results in comparison with other resource theories, and
technical results about the monotones are contained in three
appendixes.
II. RESOURCE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
As said, a resource theory is composed of three main
elements: free operations, free states, and resources. The fun-
damental condition that links these elements is that the set of
free states must be closed under the set of free operations, i.e.,
it must not be possible to obtain a resource state by applying
only free operations. This restriction still leaves much free-
dom in the choice of both free operations and states, and the
structure of the resource theory is dictated by this choice. For
example, free states can be chosen as the maximal set of states
generated by free operations, or vice versa free operations
can be considered as the maximal set that leaves the free
states invariant. The freedom left by the abstract formulation
is generally restricted by operational issues. Crucially we are
going to be guided by practical considerations regarding the
prompt availability of operations such as classical randomness
and conditional measurements.
In this section we introduce a resource theory based on two
pragmatical considerations: first, we consider operationally
relevant Gaussian transformations, including in particular
those that involve conditioning on coarse-grained measure-
ments; second, we consider convex free-state sets. These
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features set apart our framework from previous studies on the
quantification and manipulation of non-Gaussian resources
[36–38].
A. Free operations
The set of free operations is our starting point for the
construction of the resource theory. In general, there is a
contrast between physically motivated sets of operations and
other larger sets with better mathematical properties.
Physically motivated operations are those which, in a given
context, can be assumed to be implementable without effort—
for example, SLOCC operations in entanglement theory, or
stabilizer operations in the resource theory of stabilizer com-
putation. Unfortunately, these operations are usually hard to
characterize and other sets of free operations, with better
mathematical properties, are often introduced (maximal re-
source nongenerating operations). Even though they do not
generate any resource, some amount of resource is typically
needed to practically implement them. As said, here we adopt
an operational point of view, hence we are not going to deal
with these maximal resource nongenerating operations.
Standard notation for bosonic systems is used throughout,
and a brief review of the quantum phase space formalism is
given in Appendix A, with emphasis on the Gaussian sector.
We denote with |ψG〉 an arbitrary pure Gaussian state, with
UG a Gaussian unitary, and with S (H) the set of density
operators on the Hilbert space H of an arbitrary (finite)
number of bosonic modes. In the context of quantum optics
a set of free operations with a strong operational motivation
is given by Gaussian protocols (GPs), which we define as
follows.
Definition 1. A Gaussian protocol is any map from ρ ∈
S (H) to σ ∈ S (H′) composed of the following operations:
(1) Gaussian unitaries: ρ → UG ρ U †G.
(2) Composition with pure Gaussian states: ρ → ρ ⊗
|ψG〉〈ψG|.
(3) Pure Gaussian measurements on subsystems: ρ →
TrS[ρ 1⊗ |ψG(α)〉〈ψG(α)|]/p(α|ρ), with probability density
p(α|ρ) = Tr[ρ 1⊗ |ψG(α)〉〈ψG(α)|], where α is a vector of
continuous measurement outcomes in the real domain.
(4) Partial trace on subsystems: ρ → TrS[ρ].
(5) The above quantum operations conditioned on classi-
cal randomness or
(a) single measurement outcomes (ideal case)
(b) measurement outcomes falling into finite-size inter-
vals (operational case).
The above operations encompass what is routinely avail-
able in current experiments where CVs are manipulated at the
quantum level. They include general quadratic interactions,
the generation and control of a large number of bosonic sys-
tems, and efficient measurement strategies such as homodyne
detection, which correspond to a projection on an infinitely
squeezed and unnormalized Gaussian state |ψG〉. Actually,
requirement 3. could be restricted to homodyne detection
only, since the projection on any Gaussian state can be ob-
tained via Gaussian unitaries and homodyne detection [11]. In
particular, in quantum optical setups, such Gaussian unitaries
correspond to inline squeezing operations and passive linear
optics circuits [74]. Notice that probabilistic operations are
included, therefore a generic probabilistic GP GP is a trace
nonincreasing CP map. Physically, nondeterministic maps
come from selecting particular states based on measurement
outcomes; this operation cannot generate resource states from
free states, not even probabilistically. However, we are going
to see that it is possible to use nondeterministic free operations
to probabilistically concentrate the resource.
The requirements 1.–4. above are standard in the context of
non-Gaussianity quantification [36–38], whereas requirement
5. needs an explanation. First and foremost, a reasonable
request for a quantum resource theory is that classical ran-
domness should not be regarded as a resource, therefore the
inclusion of conditioning on classical randomness. In turn,
as anticipated, the latter entails that set of GPs is convex.
Second, GPs are the CV analogous of the stabilizer operations
introduced in Ref. [64] but with some relevant differences
due to the infinite dimensional setting. Since the outcomes of
projective Gaussian measurements are continuous parameters,
single outcomes are obtained with zero probability. Therefore
the class of GPs satisfying property 5.a (ideal GPs) contains
operations that are unattainable practically; for this reason, in
the applications of our resource theory, we mainly consider
the subclass of GPs that satisfy condition 5.b—which we dub
operational GPs. This subclass is defined by the requirement
that every output state must be obtained with finite probability,
therefore every conditioning must be done on a finite-size
interval of measurement outcomes. The major consequence of
choosing operational GPs is that they exclude the possibility
to define a resource theory on pure states only, since output
states with nonzero probability must be mixed. We remark that
this is a peculiar feature of the framework here introduced that
is inherently linked to infinite-dimensional systems, without
analog in the resource theories introduced so far in DV
settings.
To conclude this part, we stress again that, from an op-
erational point of view, it is not useful to enlarge the set of
GPs, since any operation “easy” to implement in the labo-
ratory is already included. Not surprisingly however, these
physically meaningful free operations are hard to characterize
mathematically—similarly to what occurs for other resource
theories. A more detailed discussion on the maximal sets
and a comparison with other resource theories is left to
Appendix B 1.
B. Free states
We consider two classes of free states, both satisfying
the standard requirements [45]—in particular, both being
closed with respect to GPs. The first class is the most natural
choice, and it is given by the maximal set of states that can
be generated via GPs—namely, the Gaussian convex hull,
defined as
G =
{
ρ ∈ S (H) | ρ =
∫
dλp(λ)|ψG(λ)〉〈ψG(λ)|
}
, (1)
where p(λ) is an arbitrary probability distribution. We remark
that λ in Eq. (1) represents the vector of 2n2 + 3n real
parameters needed to parametrize an arbitrary n-mode pure
Gaussian state. We dub continuous variable quantum states
not in the Gaussian convex hull G as quantum non-Gaussian
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(QnG). Therefore, the theoretical framework derived consid-
ering set G will be referred to as the resource theory of
quantum non-Gaussianity. We recall that witnesses of QnG
states have previously been introduced [58–63], albeit outside
of a resource theoretical context.
Alternatively, one can define the free states as those with a
positive Wigner function:
W+ = {ρ ∈ S (H) |Wρ (r )  0}, (2)
where Wρ is the Wigner function of the state ρ; this set is
also convex and it is a proper superset of G, i.e., G ⊂ W+. As
per the Hudson theorem [53,54], these two sets coincide when
restricted to pure states. We dub continuous variable quantum
states with a nonpositive Wigner function (states not in the
set W+) as Wigner negative (WN). Therefore, the theoretical
framework derived considering W+ will be referred to as the
resource theory of Wigner negativity.
We recall that, from an operational point of view, a positive
Wigner function is a sufficient condition to have a quantum
system that can be efficiently simulated by classical algo-
rithms [72,73,75,76]. As already mentioned, not all Wigner-
positive states can be generated using GPs. In this sense, the
choice of W+ as free states of the theory is less natural with
respect to choosing G. However, this is still a valid choice,
in the same sense that, for the entanglement resource theory,
it would be a valid choice to consider the set composed of
states with positive partial transpose. QnG states with positive
Wigner function are bounded resources: despite the fact that
they cannot be generated using GPs, no other resource (free
resource) can be extracted from them using GPs only—not
even when an arbitrary large supply of them is available.
The definition of the set G allows us to specify some
additional considerations regarding GPs. An arbitrary GP
can be extended to a deterministic (trace-preserving) GP
DGP by considering all the possible outcomes. A de-
terministic GP can be characterized in terms of its free
Kraus operators; free means that the trace-decreasing map
given by a single Kraus operator is a GP itself. By con-
sidering Kraus operators corresponding to all the contin-
uous outcomes of Gaussian measurements, we can write
DGP(ρ) =
∫
dλKλρK
†
λ, where KλGK†λ ⊂ G (disregarding
normalization). A different free Kraus representation ofDGP
can be obtained by coarse-graining measurement outcomes,
DGP(ρ) =
∑
i KiρK
†
i , with where KiGK†i ⊂ G; in this case
every Kraus operator corresponds to an operational GP, i.e., it
gives an output state with finite probability.
C. Absence of maximally resourceful states
A relevant observation that can be made at this stage is
that no maximally resourceful states exist in the present re-
source theory—a result that is at odds with the most common
resource theories, including entanglement. Namely, there is no
resource state that can be transformed via GPs into any other
state, in particular any other pure state.
For operational GPs, this is an immediate consequence
of the fact that the output states are either mixed (when
measurements are involved) or they are the output of a
Gaussian unitary operation on the given state. In the latter case
a parameter-counting argument immediately proves the claim
since, on one hand, Gaussian unitaries on a finite number n
of bosonic systems are characterized by a finite number of
parameters [namely, the dimension of the affine symplectic
group ISp(2n,R): 2n2 + 3n], whereas, on the other hand, a
generic pure CV state cannot be specified by a finite number
of parameters, due to the infinite dimension of the Hilbert
space. A slightly refined argument is valid also for the case
of ideal GPs. Again, it is sufficient to consider the case of
pure output states. In fact, any ideal GP with pure outputs is an
element of the set of (non-necessarily positive) linear bounded
superoperators  that send the set of Gaussian states into
itself. These maps  have been studied in detail in Ref. [77],
where it is proven that they are characterized by a finite
number of parameters. Therefore, again a parameter-counting
argument proves the claim.
The absence of a maximally resourceful state implies rel-
evant consequences that are peculiar to the present resource
theory. First, regarding resource quantification, there exist no
natural unit for the resource at hand to which all measures
can be normalized. Second, regarding resource manipulation,
there exist no natural target for resource distillation protocols,
nor a natural starting state for resource dilution.
Despite this, notice that there exist at least one class of
states that can play the role of maximally resourceful states,
the so-called cubic-phase states [78] (see below). It is in fact
known that, provided that an arbitrary large supply of these
states can be consumed, any state can be generated via ideal
GPs [14] (as recalled, magic states play an analogous role for
DV stabilizer protocols). In Sec. III A we are going to consider
cubic-phase states more closely. A similar result is suggested
to hold true also for Fock states [79].
D. Monotones
Once the sets of free operations and states are chosen, one
can indeed try to quantify a resource. In general, there is no
unique way to quantify a resource and different monotones
are connected to the performance of different tasks. Moreover,
monotones can be used as a tool to assess the feasibility of
resource conversion. In the best case scenario, a complete set
of monotones can give necessary and sufficient conditions for
the conversion between resource states, as in [66].
We can now define both quantum-non-Gaussianity and
Wigner negativity monotones.
Definition 2. A quantum-non-Gaussianity (Wigner Nega-
tivity) monotone is a functional from the set of quantum states
to non-negative real numbers M : S (H) → [0,∞) which
satisfies the following properties:
(1) M(ρ) = 0 ∀ρ ∈ G (W+).
(2) (Monotonicity under deterministic Gaussian proto-
cols)
For any trace-preserving GP DGP the monotone must not
increase: M(ρ) M(DGP(ρ)).
(3) (Monotonicity on average under probabilistic
Gaussian protocols)
Given a trace-preserving GP DGP we can express its action
in terms of free Kraus operators, we require that the monotone
must not increase on average:
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(a) Ideal case: DGP(ρ) =
∫
dλp(λ|ρ)σλ, where
σλ = 1p(λ|ρ)KλρK†λ. We require that M(ρ) ∫
dλp(λ|ρ)M(σλ).
(b) Operational case: DGP(ρ) =
∑
i pi|ρσi , where
σi = 1pi|ρ KiρK
†
i . We require that M(ρ) 
∑
i pi|ρM(σi ).
Some additional properties that a monotone can en-
joy are faithfulness: M(ρ) > 0 ⇔ ρ /∈ G (W+), convexity:
M[∫ dνp(ν)ρν]  ∫ dνp(ν)M(ρν ) for a generic probabil-
ity distribution p(ν) and additivity: M(ρ ⊗ σ ) = M(ρ) +
M(σ ) [80]. If the monotone is convex, monotonicity on
average directly implies monotonicity under deterministic op-
erations (3a ⇒ 2), moreover convexity also gives operational
average inequalities from the ideal ones (3a ⇒ 3b).
Monotones can be used to give bounds on the efficiency of
interconversion between resource states. Suppose that  is a
free operation which converts resource states in a probabilistic
manner: it maps k copies of ρ to m copies of a target state
σ , i.e., (ρ⊗k ) = σ⊗m with probability p. By virtue of the
monotonicity on average (3b) we can write
M(ρ⊗k )  pM(σ⊗m), (3)
where we considered an operational GP to get a finite prob-
ability p and we discarded the other conditional states in the
sum.
Moreover, additive monotones allow us to express the
inequality in terms single letter quantities
kM(ρ)  pmM(σ ). (4)
This inequality also gives a lower bound for the average
conversion ratio [64]. On average we will need to run the prob-
abilistic operation 1/p times to obtain a successful outcome,
therefore the average number n of copies needed to extract m
target states is E[n] = k/p. We can thus rewrite (4) as
E[n] = k
p
 mM(σ )M(ρ) , (5)
i.e., the average number of copies of the input state is lower
bounded by the ratio of the monotones times the number of
output copies of the protocol. This means that in order to
concentrate the resource [i.e., M(σ )/M(ρ) > 1], we need an
average conversion ratio smaller than unity m/E[n] < 1.
If free operations converting two resource states in both
directions exist, we must have M(ρ⊗k ) = M(σ⊗m); this is
trivially true if the conversion is achieved with a free uni-
tary transformation. It is usually difficult to exactly convert
between resource states using a finite number of copies, there-
fore it is customary to consider conversions in the asymptotic
limit of infinite copies. However, we are not going to deal with
the asymptotic resource theory of QnG in the present work.
1. A computable monotone: Wigner logarithmic negativity
Negativity of the Wigner function has long been recog-
nized as an important quantum feature and in particular the
volume of the negative part has been introduced as a nonclas-
sicality quantifier [81]. Here we use it to define a resource
monotone.
In [64] a computable and additive magic monotone based
on the negative values of the discrete Wigner function, dubbed
mana, was introduced. We call the CV counterpart Wigner
logarithmic negativity (WLN); it is defined as [82]
W(ρ) = log
(∫
d r |Wρ (r )|
)
, (6)
where the integral runs over the whole phase-space R2n,
where n is the number of modes. In Appendix C we show
that this monotone satisfies all the required properties even
if it is not convex. The proofs rely on the fact that the nega-
tivity N [ρ] = ∫ d r|Wρ (r )| − 1 is also a monotone, which is
convex but not additive. The crucial monotonicity properties
3. for W then follow thanks to Jensen’s inequality for the
logarithm.
Clearly the WLN is a faithful monotone for the re-
source theory of Wigner negativity but not for quantum non-
Gaussianity. This is akin to what happens in entanglement
theory for the log-negativity of entanglement [83,84], depend-
ing on whether one considers separable or positive partial
transpose states as free states.
The WLN is an additive monotone, since the Wigner
function of separable states can be factorized. This means
that the bound (5) is valid and we can use the ratio between
logarithmic Wigner negativities to lower bound the average
number of copies of an input resource state to obtain a certain
number of copies of the target state using a probabilistic
Gaussian protocol. We remark that this result does not say
anything about the actual existence of such protocols.
Similarly to the DV case we can prove that the WLN is
essentially the unique measure which depends on the negative
values of the Wigner function, under the assumption that the
position of these “negative patches” in phase space do not
affect such a measure. The proof follows the same idea of the
DV case presented in [64] and lately extended to coherence
and entanglement [84] (see Appendix C 2 for further details).
As a final remark, notice that the WLN is computable in
the sense that its value can usually be assessed by numerical
integration. However, in general it will be prohibitively hard
to obtain closed-form expressions, since the analytical inte-
gration of the absolute value of a function is hindered by the
requirement of finding the zeros of such function.
2. Faithful quantum-non-Gaussianity monotones
We want here to mention two possible ways to define
faithful QnG monotones.
The relative entropy of a state from the set of Gaussian
states defines a proper measure of non-Gaussianity [38],
which we call relative entropy of non-Gaussianity [39]. Note
however that, since the set of states with a Gaussian Wigner
function is not convex, the relative entropy of non-Gaussianity
can be arbitrarily increased by GPs. This measure is particu-
larly simple for pure states:
δ[|ψ〉] = S(ρ||τG) = S(τG), (7)
where S(ρ||σ ) = Tr[ρ(log ρ − log σ )] is the quantum relative
entropy, S(ρ) = Tr(ρ log ρ) is the von Neumann entropy, and
τG is the reference (mixed) Gaussian state having the same
covariance matrix as |ψ〉. We refer the reader to Appendix A 1
for a short introduction to Gaussian states and details on
the von Neumman entropy of Gaussian states. We believe it
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should be possible to build a QnG monotone by extending this
measure to mixed states with a convex roof construction, i.e.,
δCR[ρ] = inf
pi ,|ψi 〉
∑
i
piδ[|ψi〉], (8)
where ρ = ∑i pi |ψi〉〈ψi |; i can also represent a continuous
value, in which case pi becomes a distribution and the sum
is replaced by an integral. The functional δCR is convex by
construction and property 1 and 2 of Definition 2 can easily
be proven. We have not been able to prove property 3a (prop-
erty 3b follows by convexity), however we performed some
preliminary numerical checks and we conjecture property 3a
to be true (see Appendix D for more details).
We also mention that a different approach to introduce a
faithful monotone could be to connect the resource theory of
quantum non-Gaussianity to the resource theory of coherence
(see Appendix B 1 for some more discussion about this point).
III. RESOURCE ANALYSIS OF CLASSES OF PURE STATES
Given its relevance in the general framework just intro-
duced, we now use the WLN to assess the resourcefulness
of some paradigmatic examples of non-Gaussian states. In
particular, besides the aforementioned class of cubic-phase
states, we focus also on states that are of relevance in quantum
optical experiments: photon-added, photon-subtracted, and
cat states.
In addition to the WLN, given that we only consider pure
states, we also calculate the non-Gaussianity [see Eq. (7)].
As said, the latter is still not proved to be a monotone in
our framework, however the comparison between the two
quantities is particularly fruitful to single out the properties
of the states considered.
A. Cubic-phase state
As recalled, a particularly important non-Gaussian contin-
uous variable state is the so called cubic-phase state [78]. For
finite squeezing it is defined as
|γ, r〉 = exp[iγ xˆ3] ˆS(r )|0〉, (9)
where the squeezing operator ˆS(r ) = exp[− i2 r (xˆpˆ + pˆxˆ)] for
r > 1 squeezes in momentum and antisqueezes in position,
i.e., the Heisenberg evolution of the position operator is
ˆS(r )†xˆ ˆS(r ) = er xˆ. This implies that a squeezing unitary can
be used to change the value of γ of a cubic-phase gate [78]:
ˆS(r )† exp[iγ xˆ3] ˆS(r ) = exp[iγ e3r xˆ3]. (10)
This identity shows that we can “consume” the initial
squeezing to enhance the nonlinear parameter by antisqueez-
ing the state (a Gaussian unitary)
|e3r ′γ, r〉 = S(−r ′)|γ, r + r ′〉. (11)
This means that every monotone must be a function of the
effective parameter e3rγ , since it has to be invariant under
Gaussian unitaries:
M(|γ, r〉) = M(|e3rγ, 0〉) = f (e3rγ ). (12)
As a consequence the contour lines of any monotone on the
plane (r, γ ) are of the form γ ∝ e−3r . In particular, Eq. (12)
W
1 2 3 4 5
e3 r
1
2
3
4
5
W and
0 2 4
0
1WW
FIG. 1. Non-Gaussianity δ (solid blue) and WLN W (dashed red)
of the cubic-phase state as a function of their unique parameter γ e3r .
Inset: Parametric plot of the two quantities.
shows that the resourcefulness of the cubic-phase state can be
boosted by increasing the initial squeezing.
We remark that in the case of infinite squeezing r → ∞
Eq. (11) formally means that we can freely interconvert
between ideal cubic-phase states with simple Gaussian op-
erations. This is consistent as long we assume to be in the
degenerate case where the monotone assumes an infinite value
for every cubic-phase state, irregardless of the value of γ .
For a pure cubic-phase state we can also compute the rel-
ative entropy of non-Gaussianity (7), which is again invariant
for Gaussian unitaries
δ[|γ, r〉] = h(
√
1 + 9(e3rγ )2), (13)
where h(x) = ( x+12 ) log( x+12 ) − ( x−12 ) log( x−12 ); we can ex-
plicitly see the dependence on the combination e3rγ . This
measure goes to infinity as log(e3rγ ) for e3rγ → ∞, as
expected.
We are working with pure states and therefore the Hudson
theorem implies that if one measure is zero also the other has
to be zero. Furthermore, in this and in the following examples
we observe that, as long as both the WLN W and the non-
Gaussianity δ are functions of a single effective parameter,
the two measures are monotonic and thus display the same
qualitative behavior. We remark that the same fact has also
been observed for ground states of anharmonic potentials [85].
Given this heuristic argument, we also expect the WLN of the
cubic-phase state to be a monotonically increasing function of
its effective parameter, with a behavior similar to the measure
δ; this is indeed what we observe from a numerical evaluation
[86], see Fig. 1. In particular we expect it to diverge like the
non-Gaussianity monotone in the limit of infinite squeezing
or nonlinearity, in accordance to the intuition from Eq. (11).
B. Photon subtracted/added Gaussian states
The single-mode photon subtracted and photon added
Gaussian states are, respectively, defined as |α, r〉sub =
N
−1/2
sub aˆD(α)S(r )|0〉 and |α, r〉add = N−1/2add aˆ†D(α)S(r )|0〉,
where Nsub = sinh2 r + |α|2 and Nadd = 1 + sinh2 r + |α|2
are normalization constants. These states have been realized
experimentally [32–34,41–43] and they have recently been
suggested as non-Gaussian ancillas to implement arbitrary
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FIG. 2. Non-Gaussianity δ (full lines) and WLN W (dashed
lines) of photon-subtracted (blue, lower curves) and photon-added
(red, upper curves) states as a function of r for fixed |α| = 1. The
horizontal black lines represent the value of the two figures of merit
for the state |1〉. Inset: Parametric plot of the two quantities. Since a
photon-added state is non-Gaussian for any value of r , both W and
δ never go to zero. In the region δ  0.8 the two parametric curves
perfectly overlap.
non-Gaussian operations [87]. Multimode photon subtracted
and added Gaussian states have also shown a nontrivial inter-
play with entanglement [88].
We can employ again the invariance under Gaussian oper-
ations to get
M[|α, r〉sub] = M
[
N
−1/2
sub (eiψ sinh |r||1〉 + α|0〉)
]
, (14)
M[|α, r〉add] = M
[
N
−1/2
add (cosh |r||1〉 + α∗|0〉)
]
, (15)
where r = |r|eiψ and M represents a generic monotone.
The results above suggest that the maximum amount of
resource reachable by these two classes of states is that of
a single photon state |1〉, a result in agreement with the
physical intuition about the preparation of these states. Photon
subtracted states can be prepared by sending the input state
into a high-transmissivity beam splitter and then conditioning
on a single photon detection on an output mode. On the
other hand, photon addition can be implemented as beam
splitting the input state with a single photon state, and then
conditioning the output on the detection of no photons. This
resource theoretical analysis shows that measurements and
ancillary states are indeed equivalent resources in this case, as
clearly confirmed by the plot in Fig. 2. We remark that while
these schemes are appropriate for single mode states, more
complicated schemes might be needed for multimode states,
see, e.g., [89,90] for photon subtraction.
We can compute the non-Gaussianity (7) for these pure
states
δ[|α, r〉sub] = h
(√
8
[|α|2csch2(r ) + 1]3
+ 1
)
, (16)
δ[|α, r〉add] = h
(√
8
[|α|2sech2(r ) + 1]3
+ 1
)
; (17)
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(d)
FIG. 3. Non-Gaussianity δ (full lines) and WLN W (dashed
lines) of cat states for different values of the parameters as a function
of |α|. The values of the parameters are (a) φ = π/4, θ = π , (b) φ =
π/4, θ = 0, (c) φ = π/8, θ = π , and (d) φ = π/8, θ = 0. Inset:
Parametric plot of the same quantities.
once again this is a function of a single parameter in both
cases. In Fig. 2 we also observe that non-Gaussianity and
WLN have the same qualitative behavior.
C. Cat states
We now want to complement the intuition we gained with
the previous examples on a different class of non-Gaussian
states: Schrödinger cat states. We are going to see that the two
figures of merit represented by non-Gaussianity δ and WLN
W can also display a qualitatively different behavior.
We define a cat state as the superposition of two coherent
states |α〉 and | − α〉 and we keep both the amplitudes and the
relative phase as parameters, as follows:
|ψ (α, φ, θ )〉 = 1√
K
(cos φ|α〉 + sin φeiθ | − α〉), (18)
where K is a normalization constant
K = 1 + sin(2φ) cos θe−2|α|2 . (19)
The non-Gaussianity δ[|ψ (α, φ, θ )〉] is not a function of
the absolute value |α| only, but it depends on both angles; we
do not report here the cumbersome analytical expression of
this quantity. A comparison between the two figures of merit
shows that their behavior is qualitatively the same as a func-
tion of φ and θ , while they show a remarkable difference as
functions of |α|. As a matter of fact, while the WLN is known
to saturate to a finite value for increasing separation between
the two Gaussian peaks of the Wigner function [81], the non-
Gaussianity diverges, i.e., lim|α|→∞ δ[|ψ (α, φ, θ )〉] = ∞.
This is shown in Fig. 3, where we present the two quantities
for a choice of parameters φ and θ as a function of |α|. We
stress that even though the two quantities have a different
behavior, they still remain monotonically increasing functions
of one another (but not strictly monotonic). It is reasonable
to ascribe this difference to the fact that non-Gaussianity is
sensitive to the distance between the state in question and
pure Gaussian states. Given the double-peaked structure of
cat states such a distance is bounded to increase indefinitely
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FIG. 4. Maximal value of the Wigner logarithmic negativity
as a function of the mean number of bosonic excitations for the
considered classes of states, the solid light blue line represents the
cubic-phase state, the dashed orange line the class of cat states
(with equal amplitude), and the dotted green line represents photon
subtracted and added Gaussian states, the red dots represents Fock
states.
for large energies. On the other hand, the WLN is clearly
insensitive to this.
D. Comparison at fixed energy
We conclude this section by studying the behavior of the
monotones as a function of the mean number of bosonic ex-
citations 〈nˆ〉, a standard resource in CV quantum information
processing. In general there is no one to one relationship be-
tween mean energy and any QnG or WN monotone, therefore
we consider the maximum value of the monotones for every
fixed value of 〈nˆ〉.
For the cubic-phase state the problem amounts to max-
imizing the parameter e3rγ . We find that the WLN of the
cubic-phase state is a monotonically increasing function of
〈nˆ〉 as intuitively expected. For photon-subtracted and photon-
added Gaussian states the problem amounts to maximizing
the probability of the |1〉 component in (14) and (15). When
〈nˆ〉 > 1 the maximum value of both monotones is the same
as for the state |1〉 and this is achieved for α = 0. The
photon-subtracted state can also have 〈nˆ〉  1, in this case
the maximal value for both monotones is equivalent to that
of the state
√
1 − 〈nˆ〉|0〉 + √〈nˆ〉|1〉 [91]. For cat states we
restrict to equal amplitudes of the two components, i.e., φ =
π/4. In this case, for 〈nˆ〉 > 1 we have that θ = π , i.e., the odd
cat state, is always optimal. However, when 〈nˆ〉 < 1 the state
with θ = π does not exist and we need to numerically find the
best angle θ for every value of 〈nˆ〉.
All these findings are summed up in Fig. 4, where we report
an explicit comparison of the WLN W as a function of 〈nˆ〉. We
also show points corresponding to Fock states |n〉, which have
a higher value of W than the classes of states we consider.
In particular, for 〈nˆ〉 = 1 photon subtracted/added Gaussian
states and odd cat states reduce to the single photon Fock
state |1〉.
We remark that the same qualitative analysis applies also to
the non-Gaussianity δ; however, in this case it can be proven
that Fock states have the maximum value of δ at fixed energy
[38].
IV. NEGATIVITY CONCENTRATION VIA PASSIVE
GAUSSIAN OPERATIONS
We have already recalled that, given an arbitrarily large
supply of cubic-phase states, it is possible to generate any state
via ideal GPs. It is therefore possible to increase the amount
of quantum non-Gaussianity of a state, and in particular to
distill WLN. Given the relevance of WLN established by our
framework, it is relevant to consider experimentally realistic
settings that can concentrate the amount of WLN via opera-
tional GPs. Specifically, taking inspiration from existing CV
quantum state engineering protocols based on linear optics,
we now want to study the task of concentrating the negativity
of the Wigner function from many copies of an input state
to a single output state. We know that when a state can be
transformed to another via GPs, then the conversion rate is
limited by the bound in Eq. (5), where we use the WLN as
monotone.
A more general framework which also makes use of single
photon sources and general Gaussian measurements detection
has been presented in [92] to implement arbitrary nonlinear
potentials. Some general calculations about states obtainable
starting from Fock states by applying two-mode interactions
and conditional operations based on homodyne post-selection
can be found in [79].
A. Quantitative study of a negativity concentration protocol
Now we exploit the theoretical framework described in
the previous section to analyze a quantum state engineering
protocol based on beam splitter interaction. In what follows
we consider the WLN W defined in Eq. (6) as the resource
monotone. Each probabilistic protocol is indeed a GP  that
converts k copies of a resource state , into m copies of a state
σ , with a given probability p.
Since we focus on the “negativity concentration” properties
of these protocols, we introduce two figures of merit. The first
one corresponds to the resource gain of the protocol, and it
is defined as the relative difference between the WLN of the
output state and the WLN of the input state,
[] = W(σ ) − W()W() . (20)
The second figure of merit quantifies the efficiency of the
protocol, and it is defined as
η[] = p mW(σ )
kW()  1, (21)
whose maximum value is one, as a consequence of Eq. (4).
In particular, here we focus on a protocol that has been
implemented experimentally as described in Refs. [93,94]: a
pair of identical Fock states  = |n〉〈n| is mixed at a beam
splitter with transmissivity T , and a homodyne detection of
the quadrature xˆ is performed on one of the two arms, see
Fig. 5. We also study the case of heterodyne detection for
comparison.
To gain intuition about this protocol, consider the out-
put state of the beam splitter, which is of the form∑2n
p=0 fp|p, 2n − p〉. If we were able to condition on the
detection of no photons we would obtain the state |2n〉, which
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FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the concentration protocol.
The detector represents either an homodyne (“homo”) with outcome
x or an heterodyne one (“het”) with outcomes α = |α|eiθ . The input
states are two copies of , while the output state σ is post-selected
according to the output values of the measurement.
in turn would imply the concentration of the resource. How-
ever, conditioning on the vacuum via Gaussian measurements
occurs with zero probability and is therefore unfeasible. The
actual protocol works instead conditioning on outcomes that
belong to a finite interval around zero. This produces a POVM
element which is very close to the ideal projection on the
vacuum |0〉〈0|, but with nonzero probability and therefore
feasible [93,94].
In the case of heterodyne detection, the state on the other
arm of the beam splitter is kept if the outcome of the measure-
ment is in the range 0 < |α| < chet, while we average over the
phase θ (note that this makes the POVM elements diagonal in
Fock basis). Analogously, in the case of homodyne detection
the output is conditioned on the result x falling within the
interval [−chom, chom]. This means that the output states are
the following mixed states:
σhet =
∫ chet
0
|α|d|α|
∫ 2π
0
dθ
π
× Trb[Ubs( ⊗ )U
†
bs(1⊗ |α〉〈α|)]
phet
, (22)
σhom =
∫ chom
−chom
dx
Trb[Ubs( ⊗ )U †bs(1⊗ |x〉〈x|)]
phom
, (23)
where the probabilities of success of the protocol is
phet =
∫ chet
0
|α|d|α|
×
∫ 2π
0
dθ
π
Trab[Ubs( ⊗ )U †bs(1⊗ |α〉〈α|)], (24)
phom =
∫ chom
−chom
dx Trab[Ubs( ⊗ )U †bs(1⊗ |x〉〈x|)]. (25)
With homodyne conditioning it is not possible in general
to obtain the state |2n〉, since we would need to condition
around a value x where all the wave function 〈x|n〉 = 0 for
n > 1. This is possible just in the case of single photon states
since the superposition is simply between |0, 2〉 and |2, 0〉 and
therefore we could approximate a projection on the vacuum
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FIG. 6. Efficiency η and negativity gain  for the heterodyne
concentration scheme with two single photon Fock states |1〉 in
input as a function of the conditioning parameter chet for different
beam-splitter transmissivities.
by conditioning the homodyne detection in a region around
the zero of 〈x|2〉, which is obtained for x0 = 1/
√
2.
In terms of our figures of merits we have k = 2 input and
m = 1 output copies. To start, we study the protocol with two
single photon states |1〉 in input. The protocol efficiency η[]
and the resource gain [] are plotted in the upper panels of
Figs. 6 and 7, as a function of the heralding parameters chet
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
1.
0.6
0.2
0.2
chom
T0.5
T0.25
T0.1
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
0.
0.1
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FIG. 7. Efficiency η and negativity gain  for the homodyne
concentration scheme with two single photon Fock states |1〉 in input.
Top: Both quantities as a function of the conditioning parameter chom
for different beam-splitter transmissivities. Bottom: Parametric plot
of efficiency and negativity when chom is varied.
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FIG. 8. Parametric plot of the efficiency η and the negativity gain
 for both the heterodyne and homodyne protocols with two lossy
single photon states (1 − β )|0〉〈0| + β|1〉〈1| for different values of β.
and chom, and for different values of T . We observe that   0
up to certain threshold values of chet and chom, depending on
the the transmissivity T . On the other hand, the maximum
efficiency can always be achieved for a balanced beam splitter,
since this maximizes the matrix element 〈2|σ |2〉 of the output
states. Typically, these optimal values are obtained for values
of chet and chom that in turn corresponds to lower values of
. This tradeoff is better highlighted in the lower panels of
Figs. 6 and 7, where we show the efficiency η as a function of
the gain .
We observe that we can indeed gain more negativity with
heterodyne heralding, since we are approximately creating the
state |2〉, in this case there is a strict trade-off between η and
, i.e., η is a monotonically decreasing function of .
For homodyne heralding we gain less negativity, but at
least for T = 0.5, there is an optimal region, where large
values of the two figure of merits can be achieved (large values
in the sense that they are close to the maximum values that one
can achieve via this protocol, by changing the interval width
chom). However, by changing the transmissivity of the beam
splitter we observe a monotonically decreasing behavior of η
as a function of , similarly to the heterodyne case.
We then consider the same protocol with lossy Fock states
 = β|1〉〈1| + (1 − β )|0〉〈0| as input (resource) states and by
fixing the transmissivity to T = 1/2. We observe the same
tradeoff in the parametric plot in Fig. 8: the protocol becomes
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FIG. 9. Parametric plot of the efficiency η and the negativity gain
 for both the heterodyne and homodyne protocols with two Fock
states |n〉 in input, for n = 1, . . . , 5.
less effective for decreasing values of β, and the optimal
region for homodyne measurements is not present anymore
for β  0.9.
Finally, we consider Fock states |n〉 with n up to 5 as input
resources (mixed at a balanced beam splitter) and we plot in
Fig. 9 η as a function of . All the curves present a similar
behavior, but it is clear that the performances of the protocol
in terms of our figures of merit decreases for increasing n.
B. A remark about negativity concentration
These schemes we studied are concentration protocols at
the single copy level, in the sense that the single outcome state
is more resourceful than a single input state, but two input
states must be used.
In particular, these schemes satisfy the following
inequality:
W(σ )
W(ρ⊗2) < 1, (26)
which is a much stronger constraint than what imposed by the
bound (3), i.e., the WLN of the output state never surpass the
WLN of the global input state, not even probabilistically.
The reason for this bound is that negativity of Fock states
is sublinear in n [81], this implies that
W(|2n〉) < 2W(|n〉) (27)
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and the WLN of the output states is never higher than the one
of the state |2n〉.
One might think that this is true in general for GPs, but this
is not the case. We found a simple counterexample to this by
considering a two-mode non-Gaussian entangled input state
of the form
|ψin〉 =
√
1 − β|0, 0〉 +
√
β|1, 1〉.
If one mode of this state is measured with an heterodyne de-
tector and the outcome conditioned to be in certain intervals,
the remaining state on the other mode is thus a mixture
σ˜out =
∫ θ2
θ1
dθ
π
∫ α2
α1
|α|d|α|
× [(1 − β )|〈α|0〉|2|0〉〈0| + β|〈α|1〉|2|1〉〈1|
+
√
β(1 − β )(〈α|0〉〈α|1〉|0〉〈1| + 〈α|1〉〈α|0〉|1〉〈0|)].
For sufficiently small values of β and conditioning “far” from
the origin one can indeed obtain W(σout) > W(|ψin〉). These
outcomes are however very unlikely and the values for the
efficiency η are very low; even if the WLN is increased we
are not close to the saturation of bound (3).
For example we find that for α1 = 2.5, α2 → ∞, θ1 =
−π/6, and θ2 = +π/6 we have W(σout) − W(|ψin〉) ≈ 0.05,
however the probability is very small pout ≈ 5×10−4 and
therefore the efficiency is negligible as well η ≈ 8×10−4.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a general and physically moti-
vated framework for the resource theory of quantum non-
Gaussianity and Wigner negativity. After showing that no
maximally resourceful state exists in this context, we defined
a computable monotone– - the Wigner logarithmic negativity.
We have used the latter to gauge both the resource content
of experimentally relevant states and the efficiency of some
resource concentration protocols.
Our approach provides a reliable and robust set of tools to
develop a resource theory based on the natural requirement
of convexity for free states and operations. As a matter of
fact, notice that a resource theory of non-Gaussian operations
has recently been introduced [95], however dealing with
the nonconvex notion of non-Gaussianity. With the measure
introduced there, a genuine non-Gaussian unitary (e.g., the
self-Kerr interaction) can have the same (diverging) degree of
non-Gaussianity as a simple statistical mixture of Gaussian
channels. This fact highlights the importance of the oper-
ationally motivated framework that we introduced here. In
addition, our framework also incorporates the peculiar feature
of CV measurements that finite-probability output states are
necessarily mixed. This is of practical relevance when assess-
ing the interconversion rate of state manipulation protocols, as
shown in Sec. IV.
We believe that understanding the possibilities and limits
of manipulating non-Gaussian states with Gaussian opera-
tions is a challenging but timely topic of research. These
manipulations—that are becoming a reality in quantum op-
tical experiments [96]—have been proved, for example, to
counteract the effect of decoherence of non-Gaussian states
[97,98]. In a similar fashion, protocols that require a non-
Gaussian element can be often improved with Gaussian op-
erations. This is the case of entanglement distillation based on
photon subtraction, whose performances can be enhanced by
implementing local Gaussian operations [99–101].
The results presented here promote a celebrated indi-
cator of nonclassicality—the nonpositivity of the Wigner
function—to a fully fledged monotone of the resource theory
relevant for quantum information processing with infinite-
dimensional systems. Indeed, we argue that the framework
here introduced will contribute towards the development of
subuniversal and universal CV quantum information process-
ing.
First, as recalled, the negativity of the Wigner function has
been proven to be necessary for a quantum process to be not
efficiently simulatable with classical phase-space techniques
[72,73,75,76]. In this context, the WLN here introduced
represents a proper quantifier that was still missing. In
addition, some subuniversal CV circuits have been rigorously
proven hard to simulate classically. In particular, recent
proposals based on non-Gaussian inputs and Gaussian
operations and measurements [102–104] fall clearly in the
framework presented here—which then provides quantitative
tools for their analysis.
Finally, regarding more general processing, non-Gaussian
operations are known to be necessary to attain universality of
state generation or computation. Non-Gaussian operations can
in turn be enabled by non-Gaussian states via gate teleporta-
tion, the Gaussian protocol at the basis of CV measurement-
based quantum computation. However, it is not clear in gen-
eral which non-Gaussian states can play this crucial enabling
role [79,87,93,105–108] and at which cost in terms of circuit
synthesis [109]. As progresses in analogous problems for DV
systems have been made possible by the development of the
resource theory for magic states [52,65,71], we expect similar
advances to be possible in the context of CV systems with the
assistance of the framework introduced here.
Note added. After the completion of this work, we have
become aware of a related work by Takagi and Zhuang [110].
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APPENDIX A: PHASE-SPACE FORMALISM
AND GAUSSIAN STATES
Given N bosonic modes we collect the 2N canonical self-
adjoint operators as a vector rˆ = (qˆ1, pˆ1, . . . , xˆN , pˆN ), while
the corresponding N destruction operators are defined as aˆj =
(qˆj + ipˆj )/
√
2; we also introduce the corresponding vector
of classical phase space variables r = (q1, p1, . . . , qN , pN ).
The canonical bosonic commutation relations are [xˆi , pˆj ] =
iδij (we assume units such that h¯ = 1), or more compactly
[rˆ, rˆT] = i [7], where the canonical symplectic form  is
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defined as
 =
N⊕
i=1
1, 1 =
( 0 1
−1 0
)
. (A1)
The mapping between functions in phase space and
Hilbert space operators is known as Weyl-Wigner transform
[111,112]. The Wigner transform of a generic operator on the
infinite dimensional Hilbert space N bosonic modes is defined
as
W[ ˆO](r ) = 1(2π )2N
∫
R2N
dv eiv
TrTr[ ˆOe−ivTrˆ ], (A2)
which explicitly shows the independence from the basis.
The Wigner transform contains all the information about the
operator and in this sense it is a different representation of the
same object. The operators ˆDr = eirTrˆ are the so called Weyl
(or displacement) operators, while χ ˆO (r ) = Tr[ ˆO ˆD−r ] is the
the characteristic function. If we evaluate the trace in position
basis qˆ|s〉q = s|s〉q we get the equivalent expression
W[ ˆO](q, p) = 1
πN
∫
RN
d y q〈q + y| ˆO|q − y〉q e−2i p· y.
(A3)
Without delving into mathematical details we simply assume
that operators can be expressed as ˆO = f (rˆ ), where f is a
well-behaved enough function.
A fundamental property of the Wigner transform is that the
trace of two operators can be expressed as an integral in phase
space
Tr[ ˆO1 ˆO2] = (2π )N
∫
R2N
d rW[ ˆO1](r )W[ ˆO2](r ), (A4)
in particular this can be used to express the Born rule
p(a|ρ) = (2π )N
∫
R2N
d rW[ρ](r )W[a](r ), (A5)
where
∫

dμ(a)a = 1 is a generic POVM. The inte-
gral measure μ(a) on the outcome space  is generic,
e.g., the Lebesgue measure for general-dyne measurements
or the counting measure for photon-counting measurements.
The Wigner functions of the effects of the POVM satisfy∫

dμ(a)W[a](r ) = 1(2π )N , (A6)
where we used the linearity of the Wigner transform and
the fact that W[1](r ) = 1/(2π )N (we assume that all the
conditions to exchange the integration order hold true). When
the Wigner transform of the POVM effects W[a](r ) is a
Gaussian function we refer to these as Gaussian measure-
ments (notice that we also consider the limiting case of
homodyne detection, i.e., when the corresponding Wigner
transform is a Dirac delta).
In this formalism we also recover the Wigner function of
the partial trace as the marginal distribution [113]
W[TrB[ρAB]](rA) =
∫
d rBW[ρAB](rA, rB ) (A7)
and consequently the rule for the unnormalized conditional
states after a measurement on one subsystem as
W[TrB[ρAB1⊗a]](rA)
= (2π )NB
∫
d rBW[ρAB](rA, rB )W[a](rB ), (A8)
to get a normalized Wigner function the previous expression
should be divided by the probability density p(a) given by
the Born rule (A5). Moreover, the tensor product operation is
simply given by multiplication of Wigner functions
W[ ˆO1 ⊗ ˆO2](r1, r2) = W[ ˆO1](r1)W[ ˆO2](r2). (A9)
If the operator ˆO is a density operator the Wigner transform
gives the usual real valued Wigner function. On the other
hand, for the operators |n〉〈m| corresponding to the Fock basis
|n〉 for a single mode, the Wigner function is not real but
Hermitian, in the following sense:
W[|n〉〈m|](x, p) = 1
π
∫
dy〈x + y|n〉〈m|x − y〉e−2iyp
= 1
π
∫
dy ′〈x − y ′|n〉〈m|x + y ′〉e2iy ′p
= W [|m〉〈n|]∗(x, p). (A10)
We conclude by noting that the Wigner transform is not
the unique mapping between operators and phase space. How-
ever, it is the only one with the following properties [48,114]:
it is real for any quantum state, it is a linear functional over
density operators, its marginals are the probability distribu-
tions of canonical observables, and the trace rule (A4) holds.
1. Quadratic Hamiltonians and Gaussian states
We consider an Hamiltonian that is a quadratic polynomial
in the canonical operators (the constant factors are irrelevant)
ˆHG = 12 rˆTH rˆ + rˆTh, (A11)
where H is a symmetric 2N×2N matrix and h is a 2N real
vector. Such Hamiltonian corresponds to a linear transforma-
tion in Heisenberg picture (the so-called Gaussian unitaries)
ˆU
†
G rˆ
ˆUG = S rˆ + d, (A12)
where S is a symplectic matrix satisfying STS = ,
which implies det S = 1 (on a classical level this means
that the phase space volume element is conserved). More
formally, the matrix S belongs to the symplectic group
Sp(2n,R), while the whole transformation belongs to the
affine symplectic group ISp(2n,R). A crucial property is that
every Wigner function is covariant with respect to Gaussian
unitary evolutions:
W[ ˆUGρ ˆU †G](r ) = W[ρ](S−1r − S−1d ). (A13)
Gaussian states are defined as thermal states of Hamiltoni-
ans of the form (A11), i.e.,
ρG = e
−β ˆHG
Tr[e−β ˆHG ] , (A14)
where pure states correspond to ground states and are obtained
for β → ∞. A Gaussian state has a complete parametrization
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in term of first and second statistical moments (the covariance
matrix σ )
r¯ = Tr[ρG rˆ], σ = Tr[ρG{(rˆ − r¯ ), (rˆ − r¯ )T}] (A15)
and its Wigner function is a Gaussian function of the form
W[ρG](r ) = 1
πN
√
det σ
e−(r−r¯ )
Tσ−1(r−r¯ ). (A16)
For Gaussian states Eq. (A13) entails a simple evolution in
terms of covariance matrix and first moments:
σ ′ = SσST, r¯ ′ = S r¯ + d. (A17)
Any covariance matrix can be diagonalized by symplectic
transformations, each eigenvalue has multiplicity two and the
N different values νj are usually called symplectic eigen-
values. The von Neumann entropy of a Gaussian state is a
function of the symplectic eigenvalues only [7,38,115] and
one does not need the eigenvalues of the infinite dimen-
sional density operator to compute it. For a generic N -mode
Gaussian state we have
S(ρG) =
N∑
j
h(νj ), (A18)
where {νj , j ∈ [1, . . . , N ]} are the symplectic eigenvalues
and we defined the following function:
h(x) =
(
x + 1
2
)
log
(
x + 1
2
)
−
(
x − 1
2
)
log
(
x − 1
2
)
.
(A19)
In particular, for single mode systems the only symplectic
eigenvalue is the square root of the determinant of the covari-
ance matrix and we have
S(ρG) = h(
√
det σ ). (A20)
2. Examples of Gaussian unitaries
An example of a Gaussian unitary is single mode squeezing
ˆS(ξ ) = exp
[
ξ
2
(aˆ†)2 − ξ
∗
2
aˆ2
]
(A21)
= exp
[
i
2
r sin ψ (qˆ2 − pˆ2) − i
2
r cos ψ (qˆpˆ + pˆqˆ )
]
,
(A22)
where ξ = reiψ , the corresponding symplectic matrix is thus
S(r, ψ ) =
(
cosh r + cos ψ sinh r sin ψ sinh r
sin ψ sinh r cosh r − cos ψ sinh r
)
,
(A23)
for ψ = 0 we get position squeezing, as in (10). Another
important Gaussian unitary is the one for the beam splitter
ˆUbs(φ, θ ) = exp[φeiθ aˆ†1aˆ2 − φe−iθ aˆ1aˆ†2]
= exp[iφ cos θ (pˆ1xˆ2 − xˆ1pˆ2)
+ iφ sin θ (xˆ1xˆ2 + pˆ1pˆ2)]. (A24)
In Sec. IV we parametrized it with the transmissivity T =
cos2 φ and we choose θ = π ; the corresponding symplectic
matrix is then
Sbs(T )=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
√
T 0
√
1 − T 0
0
√
T 0
√
1 − T
−√1 − T 0 √T 0
0 −√1 − T 0 √T
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.
(A25)
APPENDIX B: SOME PARALLELS AND CONNECTIONS
WITH OTHER RESOURCE THEORIES
1. The maximal set of operations
Once a set of free state is chosen, one can define the
maximal set of resource nongenerating operations, i.e., the set
of all CP trace nonincreasing maps that map the set of free
states into itself. For this maximal set of free operations there
are general results about conversion between resource states,
both in the asymptotic [45] and single-shot regime [46]. Those
proofs work only for discrete variables, but we intuitively
expect the results to hold for CV as well (possibly by fixing
the average energy of the states).
If we choose G as the set of free states, the correspond-
ing resource nongenerating operations is that of maximal
Gaussian operations (MGO). If instead we choose W+ we
can call the resulting set maximal Wigner positive operations
(MWPO). In the resource theory of stabilizer quantum compu-
tation an explicit proof that the maximal set of free operations
is indeed larger than stabilizer protocols has been recently
given [66]. We conjecture that the same result should hold
in the CV case; in our language this means GP ⊂ MGO. For
the moment we do not have an explicit example to prove this
conjecture.
An interesting comparison can be drawn with the resource
theory of quantum coherence. In [116,117] a critical examina-
tion of different kinds of free operations is made. The physical
set of incoherent operations can be used to distill a maximally
coherent state in the many copies regime, however the process
is strongly nonreversible and it is actually impossible to dilute
a maximally coherent state into more weakly coherent states.
It would be interesting to answer similar questions for this
resource theory, since many GPs can be implemented in the
laboratory.
2. Non-Gaussianity monotones and coherence monotones
A different approach to introduce faithful monotones could
be to connect the resource theory of quantum non-Gaussianity
to the resource theory of coherence; something in this spirit
has recently been proposed for the DV resource theory of
magic [118]. For CV, the resource theory of coherence has
been generalized to the coherent state basis through a limiting
procedure [119]; the resulting coherence monotone is also a
monotone for the resource theory of linear optics, i.e., passive
Gaussian transformations. This can be interpreted also as a
resource theory of nonclassicality for CV systems, where non-
classical states as those with a negative Glauber-Sudarshan P
function, instead of a negative Wigner function. Remarkably,
this resource theory has recently been studied in detail and
linked to a metrological interpretation [120,121]. We stress
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that this framework is entirely different from ours, since in
our resource theory squeezing is assumed to be free. However,
for our purposes it might be possible to take similar steps and
define a resource theory of superpositions of pure Gaussian
states. An option could be to generalize results from [122],
where a general resource theory of superposition of arbitrary
(i.e., nonorthogonal) states is presented, for finite dimensions.
We leave such questions open for future investigations.
APPENDIX C: PROOFS ABOUT MONOTONES
1. Wigner negativity
Here we consider the monotone based the integral of
the absolute value of the Wigner function, called Wigner
negativity
N [ρ] =
∫
d r|Wρ (r )| − 1. (C1)
A part from trivially satisfying property 1 of Def. 2, in the
following we prove that it also satisfies all the properties
implied by property 3. The constant factor −1 in (C1) does
not affect the proofs, it is only needed to make the monotone
take the value zero on states with a positive Wigner, so we just
consider the integral in the following statements.
(1) Invariance under Gaussian unitaries
N [ρ] = N [ ˆUGρ ˆU †G]. (C2)
This directly follows from (A13) by changing the integration
variables, since det S = 1.
(2) Invariance under composition with Gaussian states
N [ρ ⊗ ρG] = N [ρ]. (C3)
This property directly follows from (A9) and from the fact
the Gaussian states have Gaussian (and thus positive) Wigner
functions.
(3) Nonincreasing on average under Gaussian measure-
ments ∫
dλp(λ)N [ρλ]  N [ρ]. (C4)
We consider a Gaussian POVM
∫
dλλ = 1, where
W[λ](r ) are Gaussian functions. Given an initial state ρ
we have the unnormalized post-measurement states σλ =
TrB[ρλ], the probability density p(λ) = Tr[ρλ], and the
normalized post measurement states ρλ = σλ/p(λ).
Since the Wigner transform is a linear functional and
probability density are positive we can write∣∣∣∣W
[∫
dλp(λ)ρλ
]
(r )
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣
∫
dλp(λ)W[ρλ](r )
∣∣∣∣, (C5)
and using linearity again we have that∣∣∣∣
∫
dλp(λ)W[ρλ](r )
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣
∫
dλW[σλ](r )
∣∣∣∣, (C6)
where σλ are unnormalized post measurement states, for
which the Wigner function is given by (A8). We can
thus write∣∣∣∣
∫
dλW[σλ](r )
∣∣∣∣ 
∫
dλ|W[σλ](r )|
=
∫
dλ
∣∣∣∣(2π )N ′
∫
d r ′W[ρ](r, r ′)W[λ](r ′)
∣∣∣∣

∫
dλ(2π )N ′
∫
d r ′|W[ρ](r, r ′)W[λ](r ′)|
=
∫
d r ′|W[ρ](r, r ′)|, (C7)
where we used the integral triangle inequality and the POVM
resolution of the identity for the Wigner functions (A6).
Integrating both sides of this inequality with respect to r we
get to the sought result:
N
[∫
dλp(λ)ρλ
]

∫
dλp(λ)N [ρλ]  N [ρ], (C8)
where we also proved monotonicity under trace preserving
operations. By taking the appropriate limit these results hold
also for homodyne measurements.
(4) Nonincreasing under partial trace
N [TrBρAB]  N [ρAB]. (C9)
This property follows from (A7) using again the integral
triangle inequality as in the previous proof.
(5) Convexity
N
(∫
dνp(ν)ρν
)

∫
dνp(ν)N (ρν ). (C10)
Trivially follows from the integral triangle inequality (that we
have actually already used in the proof at point 3).
To have an operational Gaussian protocol, i.e. in order to
have nonzero conditional probabilities, we need to consider
a finite region of the outcome space i and not a single out-
come. Formally this procedure amounts to a coarse-graining
of the continuous outcomes into subsets, thus defining a
new POVM. The new effects for discrete outcomes are just
obtained by integration i =
∫
i
dλλ, where the outcome
space is partitioned as  = ∪ii . The Wigner function of
such POVMs is thus a statistical mixture of the original
Wigner functions; as a consequence, since the original func-
tions are always positive, the same is true for the coarse-
grained ones. This implies that the previous proof can straight-
forwardly extended to these coarse-grained POVMs. The
same inequality for coarse-grained POVMs can be obtained
by virtue of the convexity of N .
Finally, we remark that the proofs discussed do not rely on
the Gaussian character of states and POVM elements, but just
on the positivity of their Wigner functions.
2. Wigner logarithmic negativity
The WLN (6) can be defined in terms of the Wigner
negativity (C1) as
W[ρ] = log(N [ρ] + 1). (C11)
Properties 1, 2, and 4 follow directly from the fact that
log(x + 1) is a monotonically increasing function of x.
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For the WLN the chain of inequalities (C8) splits in two
separate inequalities:
W
[∫
dλp(λ)ρλ
]
 W[ρ], (C12)
∫
dλp(λ)W[ρλ]  W[ρ]. (C13)
The the first inequality represents monotonicity under de-
terministic operations and follows from (C8) and from the
monotonicity of the logarithm. Inequality (C13) represents
monotonicity on average and it is guaranteed by Jensen’s
inequality∫
dλp(λ) log(N [ρλ] + 1)  log
(
1 +
∫
dλp(λ)N [ρλ]
)
,
(C14)
which holds since the logarithm is a concave function. Notice
that the same inequality is true also for the coarse-grained
case, since Jensen’s inequality is valid both for discrete and
continuous distributions.
Similarly to what happens in other resource theories, the
logarithm makes this monotone additive for separable states
W[ρ1 ⊗ ρ2] = W[ρ1] + W[ρ2], but also breaks convexity.
To have a convex monotone after the logarithm, the orig-
inal monotone should be log-convex, f (px + (1 − p)y) 
f (x)pf (y)1−p, which is a stronger requirement than convex-
ity. The lack of convexity is the reason why inequalities (C12)
and (C13) are not chained as (C8).
3. Uniqueness of negativity and logarithmic negativity
The argument given in [64] for the uniqueness of sum
negativity can be adapted to CV, even though in this case we
need to perform the limit to unphysical infinite energy states.
We present the single mode case for simplicity, the argument
can be easily generalized to multimode states.
We assume to have two states ρ and ρ ′ with the same
negativity (and thus also the same WLN) N [ρ] = N [ρ ′]; we
also assume that MN is a generic monotone that depends
only on the negative values of the Wigner function, but not on
their position in phase space. We define a function fρ (x, y) =
|Wρ (x, y)| when Wρ (x, p) is negative and fρ (x, y) = 0 ev-
erywhere else. We note that fρ (x, p)/N [ρ] is a well defined
probability distribution. If ρ and ρ ′ have negative values we
build two ancillary states
σ =
∫
dxdyfρ (x, y)|x〉〈x| ⊗ |y〉〈y|,
σ ′ =
∫
dxdyfρ ′ (x, y)|x〉〈x| ⊗ |y〉〈y|, (C15)
where |x〉 are unnormalized position eigenstates, which are
the infinite squeezing limit of Gaussian position squeezed
states. Therefore we have
MN [ρ] = MN [ρ ⊗ σ ′] = MN [ρ ′ ⊗ σ ] = MN [ρ ′], (C16)
the two outer equalities are due to the fact that σ and σ ′ are
the limit of a sequence of states in G. The central inequality
is due to the fact that the monotone MN depends only on
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FIG. 10. Histograms of probabilities for the two quantities het
and hom. We show data obtained by generating 1000 random states
in bipartite Hilbert spaces of total dimension N2 and local dimension
N with N = 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, corresponding to the orange,
green, blue, and red histograms (from left to right).
the negative value of the values of the Wigner function and
not on their position. Note that the two Wigner functions have
the same negative values, since the Wigner function of σ and
σ ′ correspond exactly to the probability distribution function
fρ/N [ρ] and fρ ′/N [ρ ′], since the Wigner functions of |x〉
is a one-dimensional δ function. Equality (C16) implies that
MN is a function of N . Suppose that N [ρ ′]  N [ρ], we
can always find a new state σ such that MN [ρ ′] = MN [ρ ⊗
σ ] MN [ρ], where the last inequalities is due to the weak
monotonicity property of monotones. This means that MN is
a monotonically increasing function of N .
Furthermore, if we require that MN is additive, i.e.,
MN [ρ⊗n] = nMN [ρ], we can also follow the proof given
in [84] to show that MN must correspond to the WLN W
multiplied by an arbitrary positive constant.
APPENDIX D: PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL CHECKS
ON THE CONVEX ROOF MONOTONE
In order to check that property 3a (monotonicity on aver-
age) holds for the monotone (8) defined from the convex roof
of the relative entropy of non-Gaussianity we performed some
preliminary numerical checks.
We randomly generated states |〉A,B for two modes A and
B with local Hilbert spaces of dimension N , with N up to 5;
we then performed heterodyne and homodyne measurements
on the first mode and checked the validity of property 3a, i.e.,
that the following quantities are always positive:
het = δ[|〉A,B] −
∫
d2α
π
p(α| )δ
[
A〈α|〉A,B√
p(α| )
]
, (D1)
hom = δ[|〉A,B] −
∫
dx p(x| )δ
[
A〈x|〉A,B√
p(x| )
]
, (D2)
where p(α|) = ∑j ||〈α, j |〉A,B ||2, and |α, j 〉 = |α〉A ⊗|j 〉B (with {|j 〉B} denoting the Fock basis for the Hilbert
space of mode B) and analogously for the homodyne case.
An histogram showing this quantities is presented in Fig. 10.
Besides being always positive, the two differences het and
hom also seem to be greater on average for random states
generated in higher dimensional Hilbert spaces.
We could not find any violation of property 3a for the
monotone δCR, even though we need to keep in mind that
the classes of states and the measurements considered in this
numerical analysis are rather limited.
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